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After two and a half years of successful cooperation between the 7
project partners from 6 European countries (Basque Country, Germany,
Netherlands, Sweden, Norway and Switzerland), our Erasmus+ project
finally comes to its end. However, we became a very close partnership
and look forward to continuing our collaboration in the future.
But what are the benefits of this project for you?

Become an expert in ECVET principles and set up your EU
partnership’s qualification description:
The reference framework ECVET makes qualification more
understandable across the EU and promotes the recognition of learning
achievements of VET learners in different countries. Our project
provides you with an online course, designed by our partner from
Norway NTIMMM, that includes examples and templates which you
can use, when setting up a new qualification description.
Find more information on our webpage:
https://ilias.fh-muenster.de/ilias/goto_Bibliothek_cat_513580.html
Online ECVET training guide

Check the Smart Energy Manager Skills of your VET learners on
Skillsbank:
The partnership produced an ECVET based qualification matrix that
includes a detailed breakdown of learning outcomes into knowledge,
skills and competence of some tasks that a “Smart Energy Manager”
should be able to do. Through the Skillsbank, VET learners and teachers
can evaluate the learning outcomes in a given area.
Find more about it here: https://skillstools.eu/skillsbank/

Qualification matrix Smart Energy Management.

You want to know what exactly entails Smart Energy Management?
The partnership carried out an analysis, based on expert interviews and
their knowledge, and produced a broader definition of SEM that fits a
larger number of training and careers.
Download the Definition from our webpage: www.energyducation.eu

Definition of Smart Energy Management Expert.

You want to teach your students in Smart Energy Management
topics?
Then use our SEM Toolkit that includes modules in a MOOC format
about UX design, thermal instalations, lighting and energy mapping.

There is even a general introduction module to SEM that can be
implemented in almost all technical VET training.
The Toolkit is placed on the ILIAS platform of our partner MSVE, but can
be exported as SCORM and transferred to your own LMS or reproduced
in other systems using artifacts from the LMS ILIAS. All toolkits were
produced in basic English and include lesson plans for each module.
Find more information under: https://ilias.fh-muenster.de/ilias/
goto_Bibliothek_crs_542294.html

Online SEM toolkit

Above: VET learner's competition
Below: PBL Handbook

How to run a VET learners’ competition about Energy Efficiency
Thanks to our cooperation with myclimate, supported by the Swiss
Agency movetia, our partnership experienced a very well organized
student competition, in which about 100 students (6 classes) from four
different countries worked on the challenge to provide innovative and
sustainable solutions for the energy efficiency of a school building.
You find extended support materials for teachers and learners to run this
competition on our webpage: www.energyducation.eu
Don’t forget to have a look at the “smart” competition winners!
Project based learning methodology: Just another theory far from your
everyday practice?
Our partnership worked on a PBL Handbook that focuses exactly on the
challenge of implementing this methodology in your teaching practice:
How to reorganize your teaching schedule, how to understand the new
role of you as teacher, how to adapt spaces and classrooms for promoting
collaboration or how to evaluate joint student projects fairly. The
Handbook also provides a chapter about using ECVET principles in PBL
and four case studies from our partnership that gives you a very practical
example of good practice.
The Handbook is less a theoretical framework than much more a guide or
manual with a lot of templates, tools and examples.
The Handbook is for download from our webpage in English and in the
partner languages: DE, NL, ES, SE

You want to learn more about the Energyducation project?
three VET schools: CIFP Usurbil LHII from the Basque Country, Alfa
College from the Netherlands and Lulea Kommun from Sweden
one University: Münster School of Vocational Education from
Germany
one foundation: ZubiGune Foundation from the Basque Country
one consulting company: NTIMMM from Norway
one NGO: myclimate from Switzerland
Find out more on our webpage:
http://www.energyducation.eu
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